
• Privacy  

Information Collected and Its Use. You acknowledge and agree that PAR Referrals, Inc. may collect 

information about you, including personal information such as your name and email address, and other 

information that may be used to identify and authenticate you, as well as for other purposes. We 

absolutely will not spam you or sell your information to any other company. 

You consent to be contacted by PAR Referrals, Inc by SMS text by phone and/or email until you revoke 

permission by emailing Support@PARreferrals.com 

• Cookies.  

You agree and acknowledge that the Website employs cookies. In general, a "cookie" is a small piece of 

text data stored on the viewer's computer by a website, to give the viewer's computer a unique identity 

while the website performs certain processes, such as filling an online member form, or calculating the 

number of unique visitors at a given time. Cookies may contain personal information, like email 

addresses, usernames, or passwords, or completely anonymous information, like a randomly generated 

number or string. They may be deleted once the viewer leaves a site, a section of a site, or closes the 

browser; or they may remain, so that the website remembers the viewer the next time the viewer visits 

that site. Most browsers allow the viewer to decline cookies automatically or to accept or decline each 

cookie individually. If you choose to decline cookies from the Website, however, you may not be able to 

use some sections of the Website or it may hinder the Website functions. 

• Sharing Information.  

You acknowledge and agree that PAR Referrals, Inc. may share your personal information with others, 

including but not limited to, the providers of Third-Party Applications. PAR Referrals, Inc. may be forced 

to disclose information to the government or third parties under certain circumstances. PAR Referrals, 

Inc. cooperates with law enforcement inquiries, as well as other third parties, to enforce laws such as 

those regarding intellectual property rights, fraud and other personal rights. PAR Referrals, Inc. can, and 

you hereby authorize PAR Referrals, Inc. to, disclose any information about you to law enforcement or 

other government offices as PAR Referrals, Inc., in its sole discretion believes necessary or appropriate 

in connection with an investigation of fraud, intellectual property infringement or other activity that is 

illegal or may expose PAR Referrals, Inc. or you to liability.   Accordingly, you acknowledge, and consent 

to PAR Referrals, Inc. taking all action required or allowed under the applicable policies. 


